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Article 5

Leroy Thomas:

A Memorial

by Joanna Thurston Roper

The problem of writing about Leroy
Thomas is that of not knowing which facet of
this multi-faceted man one should choose to
write about If things had gone as they
usually do, he would be writing this memorial
about me! After all, he wanted to teach until
he was seventy and they had to carry him out.
Despite the difference in our ages, he was my
mentor—he nominated me to the faculty of
SWOSIJ; he guided my first lesson plans
there; he accepted all my submissions to
Wcstview: and he confided “secrets” he
thought I should know. And we often traded
stories from home because we shared a home
county—Greer. He never understood my
love of baseball, but he accepted it with a
“Leroy” twinkle in his eye.
As a parent Leroy has three strands to
immortality; as a teacher he has thousands
His students have taught others, who in their
turn have taught still others His effect on
people goes on and on like the ripples from a
rock tossed into a pond This year’s crop of
students will surely miss a unique experience
A former student of his and later close friend
recalls watching him walk the halls hand in
hand with his daughter Shila At the time she
marveled that this kind, loving father brought
such terror to students in the classroom But
as it usually did, the terror turned to respect
That contrast of nature was evident in
other ways. His highly sentimental nature
was often back to back with his basic
analytical nature, and his energy level made
him always interesting Leroy was paralyzed
on the left side from the stroke he suffered at
Christmas in 1973; his sense of humor,
however, must have been on the right side,
for it was hale and hearty to the end
There was a story for every occasion
about Leroy Thomas, and he loved it In fact,
he could always top it with another One of
his favorites was the student who wanted to
write a paper about the hardships endured by
a young girl and her family when they were
held prisoneres by the Nazis He commented
that it was a good idea, but he thought Anne
Frank had already covered it She replied.
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“Shoot! I might have known Anne Frank was
one of your students.”
Friends all knew that he preferred his
name to be pronounced LehROY, and we all
did. But a jokester (like Gladys Bellamy) could
occasionally get away with a resounding LEE
Roy.
Leroy was one of the founders of the
local writing club called Weatherford
Wordhandlers. That was when he first became
interested in writing poetry, and his first poetry
was dreadful I can say that with authority
because he told us so. But the recent Golden
Poet Award didn’t come from that early poetry.
Those of us in Wordhandlers witnessed the
change and the struggle as his expertise grew
Leroy taught at Southwestern for thirtysix years, longer than anyone in the English
department; indeed, only two others on campus
have been there longer than Leroy. He received
his Doctor of Philosophy degree in 1971, which,
incidentally, was the first Ph D in English ever
granted by OSU. Then in July of 1971 he was
made full professor As its first editor, he put
out the premiere edition of Westview in 1981
In April of 1984 he received an honorary life
membership in Oklahoma Writers Federation,
Incorporated, and in 1989 he earned the
Distinguished Editorial Award for the
Preservation of State and Local History He said
at the time that all his editorial awards must be
shared with all those who contributed to
Wcstview. In 1990 he was inducted into the
Western Oklahoma Historical Society
Over the years he remained in touch
with all the faculty who came and moved on as
well as his former students One could always
go to Leroy for an accurate address
So Leroy is gone, and a long chapter of
SWOSLI is finished But thus far I have not
conquered the need to call Leroy when a
problem comes up The urge comes swiftly,
and before it’s finished, the knowledge is there
But one thing is sure If Leroy were there, he
would have known the answer ■
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